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Abstract
We study the 1d Schro¨dinger operators with alloy type random su-
percritical decaying potential and prove the clock convergence for the
local statistics of eigenvalues. We also consider, besides the standard
i.i.d. case, more general ones with exponentially decaying correlations.
Mathematics Subject Classification (2000): 34F05, 60G42
1 Introduction
The level statistics problem for 1d Schro¨dinger operators with random de-
caying potentials were studied by many researchers, and various interesting
results have been obtained (cf., e.g., [1], [5], [8], [9], [12], [14]). Usually, one
introduces local Hamiltonians Hn in intervals of size n, and considers the
point process ξn generated by of the suitably rescaled eigenvalues of Hn. Kil-
lip and Stoiciu [5] showed that for CMV matrices weakly ξn converges to the
clock process, limit of circular β-ensemble, and the Poisson process for the
supercritical, critical, and subcritical cases, respectively. For the Schro¨dinger
operator, similar results are obtained by Avila et al. [1] (supercritical discrete
model), Krichevski et al. [11] (critical discrete model) and by Kotani and
Nakano [8], [9], [14] (the continuous model where the random potential is a
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function of the Browninan motion on a torus). The aim of the present paper
is to prove the clock convergence (i.e., convergence to the clock process) for
the Schro¨dinger operator with the alloy type potential,
H = − d
2
dt2
+ V (t), V (t) =
∑
j∈Z
ω(j)
jα
f(t− j) ,
where α > 1
2
, f ∈ L∞ with supp f ⊂ [0, 1], and the amplitudes ωj of the
potential on the cells [j, j+1) are i.i.d. or, more generally, form a stochastic
process with exponentially decaying correlations.
Specifically, we consider one of the following two cases.
A (i.i.d.): ω(j) are i.i.d., |ω(j)| ≤ 1, with E[ω(j)] = 0 and
E [ω2(j)] > 0. Then by [6], H has a.s. purely a.c. spectrum on [0,∞).
B (exponentially decaying correlation): {ω(j)}∞j=1 is a bounded
stochastic process such that |ω(j)| ≤ 1, adapted to a filtration {Fj}∞j=1, with
exponentially decaying correlations :
|E[ω(j)|Fk]| ≤ e−ρ|j−k|, k < j, ρ > 0.
Clearly, A is obtained as a special case of B by setting Fn to be the σ-algebra
generated by {ω(j)}nj=−∞.
Remark 1.1 Examples of B are provided, e.g., by the following framework:
let (ω,F ,P, T ) be an ergodic dynamical system with discrete time N or Z
admitting a finite Markov partition Ω = C1∪· · ·∪CM , M > 1. Pick a vector
f = (f(1), . . . , f(M) ∈ RM and set
F (θ) :=
M∑
i=1
f(i)1Ci(θ) ,
ω(j) = ω(j, θ) := F (T jθ) ,
where 1Ci(·) is the indicator function of the partition element Ci. Then the
stochastic process {ω(j)}∞j=1 = {ω(j, θ)}∞j=1 satisfies B. A classical example
is given by Ω = T1 = R/Z equipped with the Haar measure, and T is the
dyadic transformation (an endomorphism) T : θ 7→ {2θ} (here {·} stands
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for the fractional part). Another well-known example is the so-called natural
extension of the dyadic transformation (to an isomorphism), called Baker’s
transformation (see its definition in Section 7.2.2). Furthermore, there are
infinitely many examples given by hyperbolic automorphisms of tori Tν, ν ≥ 2
which we also discuss in Section 7.2.3.
In the present paper we focus on the case of the most rapid (exponential)
decay of correlations, and stress the fact that the key arguments and estimates
rely on bilinear, pair correlations, so they are applicable even to stochastic
processes emerging from deterministic dynamical systems, such as mentioned
above. There are of course more ”stochastic” (viz., non-deterministic) ran-
dom processes to which our techniques apply, for example, ergodic Markov
chains on a finite or countable phase space, with discrete or continuous time.
On the other hand, recall that there are uncorrelated stochastic processes
which are not i.i.d. For example, one can take the dyadic transformation
and set ω(j, θ) = cos(2j · 2πθ) ; then E[ω(j)ω(k)] = 0 for j < k by orthog-
onality of the standard Fourier basis on [0, 2π], yet ω(j) and ω(k) are not
independent. Indeed, taking j = 1, k = 2, we have E[ω2(1)] > 0, E[ω(2)] = 0,
but E[ω2(1)ω(2)] = (2π)−1
∫ 2π
0 cos
2(θ) cos(2θ) dθ 6= 0.
Finally, note that the condition on the decay rate of pair correlation can
be substantially relaxed.
Let Hn be the Dirichlet restriction H|[0,n] of H on [0, n], with {Ej(n)}j≥j0
being its positive eigenvalues, and let κj(n) :=
√
Ej(n). Let E0 > 0 be the
reference energy, κ0 :=
√
E0, and consider the point process
ξn :=
∞∑
j=1
δn(κj(n)−κ0).
In the case of the free Laplacian, the atoms of ξn are explicitly given by
{jπ − nκ0}j so that to have the convergence of ξn, nκ0 needs to converge up
to π : we have to consider a suitable subsequence ξnk of such point processes
on intervals [0, nk]. This is also the case in general which we henceforth
assume except Theorem 1.3.
Assumption S : A subsequence {nk}∞k=1 satisfies
κ0nk = mkπ + β + o(1), k →∞
for some mk ∈ N and β ∈ [0, π).
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Theorem 1.1 Assume A and S. Then there exists a probability measure µβ
on [0, π) such that
lim
k→∞
E[e−ξnk (g)] =
∫ π
0
dµβ(φ) exp

−∑
j∈Z
g(jπ − φ)

 , g ∈ Cc(R).
Theorem 1.2 Assume B and S. Then the statement of Theorem 1.1 re-
mains valid if we take subsequence of ξnk further.
We believe that the statement of Theorem 1.2 is actually true without taking
subsequences. For the moment, the problematic technical issue is the lack of
the Burkholder-Davies-Gundy (BDG, in short) type inequality for the models
with correlated amplitudes ω(j) (cf. Assumption B).
Resorting to subsequences is not necessary, however, if we work with
another formulation of the problem adopted in [1]. For given n, rearrange
the eigenvalues {κk(n)} of Hn in such a way that
· · · < κ′−1(n) < κ′0(n) < κ0 < κ′1(n) < κ′2(n) < · · ·
Then one has the following result.
Theorem 1.3 (Strong clock behavior) Assume A. We then have
(κ′j+1(n)− κ′j(n))n n→∞→ π, j ∈ Z, a.s.
Remark 1.2 For the spectral property, the argument in this paper proves
the following : (1) In case A, H has purely a.c. spectrum on [0,∞) (as is
shown in [6]) (2) In case B, µac(I) > 0 for any interval I(⊂ [0,∞)). If BDG
inequality were true for case B, we would have the same statement as in (1).
Remark 1.3 We can also consider the “decaying coupling constant model”
defined as follows.
H ′n := −
d2
dt2
+ n−αV (t) on L2[0, n]
with Dirichlet boundary condition. Theorems 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3 are also valid
for H ′n, except the fact that φ = β is deterministic. The proof is simpler :
for H ′n one can show n
−2αE[|J (n)|2] n→∞→ 0 by using the method of proof of
Proposition 3.1.
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For the proofs of these theorems, we basically follow the strategy of [5,
8, 9] : to study the behavior of the relative Pru¨fer phase Θ. The clock
convergence essentially follows from the Ho¨lder continuity of Θ with respect
to κ, after taking expectation. Assuming A, this is done by decomposing
Θ into the martingale part and the remainder. Assuming B, we use the
“conditioning argument” used in [3] to prove an extension of the martingale
inequality and that of the maximal inequality, which is one of the main
ingredient of this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we prepare
some basic tools such as Pru¨fer variables and obtain a representation of the
Laplace transform of the main point process in terms of the relative Pru¨fer
phase Θ, following the argument from [5]. In Section 3, we prove a version
of martingale inequality assuming B. In Section 4, we prove a version of the
maximal inequality using the results in Section 3. In Section 5, we assume
A and prove the p-th power version of the results in Section 4, by using the
BDG inequality. In Section 6, we prove Theorems 1.1, 1.2, 1.3. In Section 7, a
more detailed discussion (continuation to Remark 1.1) is given on dynamical
systems satisfying B. Throughout this paper, C stands for a positive constant
which may change from line to line in each argument.
2 Preliminaries
Let Hψ = κ2ψ, ψ(0) = 0, be a Schro¨dinger equation on [0,+∞) with the
Dirichlet condition at 0, which we rewrite as a Cauchy problem for a vector-
valued function,
(
ψ
ψ′/κ
)
= rt(κ)
(
sin θt(κ)
cos θt(κ)
)
, θt(κ) =: κt + θ˜t(κ).
Then it follows by straightforward calculations that
rt(κ) = exp
(
1
2κ
Im
∫ t
0
V (s)e2iθs(κ)ds
)
(2.1)
θ˜t(κ) =
1
2κ
∫ t
0
Re(e2iθs(κ) − 1)V (s) (2.2)
∂θt(κ)
∂κ
=
∫ t
0
r2s
r2t
ds+
1
2κ2
∫ t
0
r2s
r2t
V (s)(1− Re e2iθs(κ))ds. (2.3)
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By Sturm’s oscillation theorem, j-th eigenvalue Ej(n) of Hn satisfies
θn
(√
Ej(n)
)
= jπ by which we can derive the following representation of
the Laplace transform of ξL.
Lemma 2.1 Let
Θ(n)(c) := θn(κc)− θn(κ0),
κc := κ0 +
c
n
, c ∈ R
then for g ∈ Cc(R),
E[e−ξn(g)] = E
[
exp
(
−∑
k
g
(
(Θ(n))−1(kπ − {θn(κ0)}πZ)
))]
where
θn(κ) = [θn(κ)]ππ + {θn(κ)}π, [x]π :=
⌊
x
π
⌋
, {x}π := x− [x]ππ.
By definition,
Θ(n)(c) = c+ θ˜n(κc)− θ˜n(κ0)
= c+
1
2κ0
Re
∫ n
0
(e2iθs(κc) − e2iθs(κ0))V (s)ds+O(n−1).
In view of Lemma 2.1, the main task is to show that the 2nd term of RHS
tends to 0. To that end, we introduce the functional of the potential
J (t)(κ) :=
∫ t
0
e2iθs(κ)V (s)ds
and prove the Ho¨lder continuity of J (t)(κ) with respect to κ. In order to do
so, we need the martingale and the maximal inequalities which we establish
in the following sections.
3 Martingale inequality
The strategy of the proof of martingale inequality in case B is based on a
variant of the conditioning employed in [3] and the usual argument to prove
the original martingale inequality.
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3.1 Notation and Statement
In this section, we work under a more general assumption B and set
J (m,N) :=
N−1∑
j=m
ajωj, 0 ≤ m ≤ N
for some fixed N , where {ωk} is the stochastic process satisfying the condition
B and aj satisfies a measurability condition :
|E[ωj|Fk]| ≤ e−ρ|j−k| (3.1)
aj :=
bj
jα
, bj ∈ Fj−c log j, c > 0. (3.2)
Here we slightly abuse the notation and write c log j instead of ⌊c log j⌋. The
goal of this section is to prove the following propositions.
Proposition 3.1 Suppose
|bj(ω)| ≤ cj(ω) jη, η ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω
with E[|cj(ω)|2] ≤ C2b,η. Then
E[|J (m,N)|2] ≤ 2C2b,η

N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα−η(j − c log j)α−η +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−2η−1+cρ

 .
Proposition 3.2 Suppose
|bj(ω)| ≤ cj(ω) jη, η ≥ 0, ω ∈ Ω.
Then
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
∣∣∣J (m,n)∣∣∣p
]1/p
≤ C1
(
E[|J (m,N)|p]1/p + E[|D|p]1/p
)
, p > 1.
where D :=

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α−η
+
dmβ
mα−η

 sup
m≤j≤N
cj .
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3.2 Proof of Proposition 3.1
We decompose the sum into two parts.
E[|J (m,N)|2] = 2 ∑
m≤i≤j≤N
E[aiωiajωj]
= 2
N−1∑
j=m
j∑
k=0
E [aj−kωj−kajωj] (i = j − k)
= 2
N−1∑
j=m

c log j∑
k=0
+
j∑
k=c log j

E [aj−kωj−kajωj]
=: I + II
where I is the sum with |i− j| ≤ c log j, and II is the remainder.
I can be estimated easily:
I ≤ 2C2b,η
N−1∑
j=m
c log j∑
k=0
1
jα−η(j − c log j)α−η
≤ 2C2b,η
N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα−η(j − c log j)α−η . (3.3)
To estimate II, we use the condition (3.1), (3.2) : for k ≥ c log j we have
ωj−k ∈ Fj−c log j so that
|E[aj−kajωj−kωj ]| = |E[aj−kajωj−kE[ωj|Fj−c log j]]|
≤ E
[
|aj−kajωj−k| · |E[ωj|Fj−c log j ]|
]
≤ e−ρc log jE[|aj−kajωj−k|]
which yields
|II| ≤ 2
N−1∑
j=m
j∑
k=c log j
e−ρc log jE
[
|aj−kajωj−k|
]
≤ 2C2b,η
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−2η−1+cρ
. (3.4)
Using (3.3) and (3.4) completes the proof of Proposition 3.1.
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3.3 Proof of Proposition 3.2
We decompose the sum such as
J (m,N) :=
N−1∑
j=m
ajωj = J
(m,n) + J (n,N), m ≤ n ≤ N
and the 2nd term in RHS is further decomposed into
J (n,N) =
N−1∑
j=n
ajωj =: JAn + JBn
where An = {j ≥ n | j − c log j ≥ n}, Bn = {j ≥ n | j − c log j ≤ n}.
It is easy to see that, for any β > 0, we can find d = dβ > 0 such that
♯Bn ≤ dnβ , ∀β > 0.
(1) For JAn we use (3.1), (3.2) :
|E[JAn|Fn]| ≤
∑
j∈An
E [|aj | · |E[ωj|Fj−c log j]||Fn] =
∑
j∈An
1
jcρ+α
E[|bj||Fn].
(2) For JBn we simply use the boundedness of ωj :
|E[JBn|Fn]| ≤
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj||Fn].
Therefore∣∣∣E[J (n,N)|Fn]∣∣∣ ≤ ∑
j∈An
1
jcρ+α
E[|bj ||Fn] +
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj||Fn].
Since J (m,N) = J (m,n) + J (n,N),
E[J (m,N)|Fn] = J (m,n) + E[J (n,N)|Fn]
≥ J (m,n) −

∑
j∈An
1
jcρ+α
E[|bj||Fn] +
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj ||Fn]

 . (3.5)
Let
T :=
{
inf
{
n
∣∣∣m ≤ n ≤ N, J (m,n) ≥ λ} (J (m,n) ≥ λ for some n)
N + 1 (otherwise)
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Then we have
λP
(
sup
n≤N
J (m,n) > λ
)
= λ
N∑
n=m
P(T = n) ≤
N∑
n=m
E[J (m,n) ; T = n].
Substituting (3.5) yields
λP
(
sup
n≤N
J (m,n) > λ
)
≤
N∑
n=m
E

E[J (m,N)|Fn] + ∑
j∈An
1
jcρ+α
E[|bj||Fn] +
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj ||Fn] ; T = n


=
N∑
n=m
E[J (m,N) ; T = n] +
N∑
n=m
∑
j∈An
1
jcρ+α
E [|bj | ; T = n]
+
N∑
n=m
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj|;T = n].
Let A := {supn≤N J (m,n) > λ}. We estimate 2nd and 3rd terms in RHS.
(1) 2nd term :
N−1∑
n=m
∑
j∈An
1
jcρ
E [|aj | ; T = n]
=
N−1∑
n=m
N−1∑
j=n
1 (n ≤ j − c log j) 1
jcρ+α
E [|bj|;T = n, A]
=
N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α
j−c log j∑
n=m
E[|bj|;T = n, A]
≤
N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α
E[|bj| ; A]
≤

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α−η

E[ sup
m≤j≤N
cj ; A].
(2) 3rd term :
N−1∑
n=m
∑
j∈Bn
1
jα
E[|bj| ; T = n] ≤ sup
n≥m
(
dnβ
nα−η
)
N−1∑
n=m
E[ sup
j∈Bn
cj;T = n,A]
≤
(
dmβ
mα−η
)
E[ sup
m≤j≤N
cj ;A], β < α− η.
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Therefore
λP
(
sup
n≤N
J (m,n) > λ
)
≤ E
[
J (m,N) +D ; A
]
.
D is defined in the statement of Proposition 3.2. Let J
(m,N)
:= supn≤N J
(m,n).
Then
E
[
|J (m,N)|p
]
=
∫ ∞
0
pλp−1P(A)dλ
≤
∫ ∞
0
dλpλp−2
∫
Ω
dP1A(ω)
(
J (m,N) +D
)
≤
∫
Ω
dP
(
|J (m,N)|+D
) ∫ ∞
0
dλpλp−21
(
λ < J
(m,N)
)
=
p
p− 1E
[(
|J (m,N)|+D
)
(J
(m,N)
N )
p−1
]
≤ p
p− 1
(
E[|J (m,N)|p]1/p + E[|D|p]1/p
)
· E[(J (m,N))p] p−1p .
Dividing both sides by E[(J
(m,N)
)p]
p−1
p completes the proof.
4 Ho¨lder continuity
In this section we assume B and prove a version of the maximal inequalities
for R and J .
4.1 Estimate on R
Let
R(m,t)(κ) :=
∫ t
m
(
e2iθs(κ) − 1
)
V (s)ds ,
R(m,n)(κ) =
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
(
e2iκs+2iθ˜s(κ) − 1
)
V (s)ds, n ∈ N ,
R(n)(κ) := R(0,n)(κ).
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Proposition 4.1
E
[
sup
m≤t≤N
|R(m,t)(κ)|2
]
≤ C
{
N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα(j − c log j)α +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−1+cρ
+

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α


2
+
(
dmβ
mα
)2}
+C

N−1∑
j=m
c log j
j2α


2
.
Proof. Fix t ≤ N and set n = ⌊t⌋. Since
R(m,t) = R(m,n) +R(n,t), |R(n,t)| ≤ Cn−α,
it suffices to estimate E[supm≤n≤N |R(m,n)|2]. Here we set
θˆj(κ) := θ˜j−c log j(κ), c > 0.
Then we decompose
R(m,n)(κ)
=
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
{
e2iκs+θˆj(κ) + e2iκs+2iθˆj(κ)
(
e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θˆj(κ)) − 1
)
− 1
}
f(s− j)ds
=: R
(m,n)
1 (κ) +R
(m,n)
2 (κ) +R
(m,n)
3 (κ) (4.1)
which we estimate separately.
(1) R1 : Let
bj :=
∫ j+1
j
e2iκsf(s− j)ds · e2iθˆj(κ).
By Proposition 3.1 (η = 0),
E
[
|R(m,n)1 (κ)|2
]
≤ C
{
n−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα(j − c log j)α +
n−1∑
j=m
1
jα−1+cρ
}
.
Thus by Proposition 3.2,
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|R(m,n)1 (κ)|2
]
≤ C1E
[
|R(m,N)1 (κ)|2
]
+ C2D
2
≤ C
{
N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα(j − c log j)α +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−1+cρ
+

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α


2
+
(
dmβ
mα
)2}
.
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(2) R2 : Let
bj =
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθˆj(κ)
(
e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θˆj(κ)) − 1
)
f(s− j)ds.
Here we estimate∣∣∣∣e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θˆj(κ)) − 1
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2
∣∣∣θ˜s(κ)− θˆj(κ)∣∣∣
≤ 2
2κ
∫ j+1
j−c log j
∣∣∣(e2iθu(κ) − 1)V (u)∣∣∣ du
≤ 1 + c log j
(j − c log j)α ≤
c′ log j
jα
for large j and for some c′. Hence we have |R(m,n)2 (κ)| ≤
∑n−1
j=m
c′ log j
j2α
so that
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|R(m,n)2 (κ)|2
]
≤ C

N−1∑
j=m
c′ log j
j2α


2
.
(3) R
(m,n)
3 : this is similar to that for R
(m,n)
1 .
E[sup
n≤N
|R(m,n)3 |2]
≤ C

N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα(j − c log j)α +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−1+cρ
+

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α


2
+
(
dmβ
mα
)2 .
Putting those estimates together, we complete the proof.
4.2 Estimate on J
For a function g = g(κ) of κ, we set
△g := g(κ1)− g(κ2), κ1, κ2 ∈ R.
The goal of this subsection is to prove the Ho¨lder continuity of J in the
following sense.
Proposition 4.2 Let η > 0 such that 0 < η < α− 1
2
. Then
E
[
sup
m≤t≤N
|△J (m,t)|2
]
≤ C|△κ|2η.
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The proof is done based on some ideas from [10]. Set n = ⌊t⌋. We decompose
J (m,t)(κ) =: J (m,n)(κ) + J (n,t)(κ)
where J (m,n)(κ) =
∫ n
m
e2iθs(κ)V (s)ds, J (n,t)(κ) =
∫ t
n
e2iθs(κ)V (s)ds.
Out strategy is as follows: we aim at proving the estimates
|△J ♯| ≤ C1|△J (m)|+ C2 sup
m≤t≤N
|△J (m,t)|+ C3|△κ|η , (4.2)
where ♯ = (m,n) or (n, t) and C2 = o(1) as m→∞.
4.2.1 Estimate for △J (n,t)
△J (n,t) = ω(n)
nα
∫ t
n
{(
e2iκ1s − e2iκ2s
)
e2iθ˜s(κ1)f(s− n)
+e2iκ2s
(
e2iθ˜s(κ1) − e2iθ˜s(κ2)
)
f(s− n)
}
=: △J (n,t)1 +△J (n,t)2 .
Here we use
|eiθ1 − eiθ2 | ≤ Cη|θ1 − θ2|η, η ∈ [0, 1] , (4.3)
which yields
|△J (n,t)1 | ≤
C
nα
nη|△κ|η, |△J (n,t)2 | ≤
C
nα
∫ t
n
|△θ˜s|ds.
For △J2, we estimate θ˜s:
△θ˜s = 1
2κ1
Re
∫ s
0
(
e2iθu(κ1) − 1
)
V (u)du− 1
2κ2
Re
∫ s
0
(
e2iθu(κ2) − 1
)
V (u)du
=
1
2κ1
Re
∫ s
0
(
e2iθu(κ1) − e2iθu(κ2)
)
V (u)du
+
(
1
2κ1
− 1
2κ2
)
Re
∫ s
0
(
e2iθu(κ2) − 1
)
V (u)du.
Thus
|△θ˜s| ≤ C
(
|△J (m)|+ |△J (m,s)|+ |△κ||R(s)(κ2)|
)
(4.4)
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and therefore
|△J (n,t)2 | ≤
C
nα
∫ t
n
|△θ˜s|ds
≤ C
nα
(
|△J (m)|+ sup
n≤s≤t
|△J (m,s)|+ |△κ| sup
n≤s≤t
|R(s)(κ2)|
)
.
Putting together, we have
|△J (n,t)| ≤ 1
nα−η
|△κ|η
+
C
nα
(
|△J (m)|+ sup
n≤s≤t
|△J (m,s)|+ |△κ| sup
n≤s≤t
|R(s)(κ2)|
)
. (4.5)
4.2.2 Estimate for △J (m,n)
We next decompose
J (m,n)(κ) =
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθˆs(κ)f(s− j)ds
+
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθˆj(κ)
(
e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θˆj(κ)) − 1
)
f(s− j)ds
=: J
(m,n)
1 (κ) + J
(m,n)
2 (κ) .
The terms J
(m,n)
1 (κ) and J
(m,n)
2 (κ) will be estimated separately.
Estimate on J1. We further decompose
△J (m,n)1 =
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
(
e2iκ1s − e2iκ2s
)
e2iθˆj(κ1)f(s− j)ds
+
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
e2iκ2s
(
e2iθˆj(κ1) − e2iθˆj(κ2)
)
f(s− j)ds
=: △J (m,n)1−1 +△J (m,n)1−2 .
(1) △J1−1 : Let
bj :=
∫ j+1
j
(
e2iκ1s − e2iκ2s
)
e2iθˆj(κ1)f(s− j)ds.
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Using (4.3), we have |bj | ≤ Cη|△κ|ηjη. By Proposition 3.1 with cj(ω) =
C|△κ|η,
E[|J (m,N)|2] ≤ C

N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα−η(j − c log j)α−η +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−2η−1+cρ

 |△κ|2η.
Then by Proposition 3.2 with cj(ω) = |△κ|η,
E


∣∣∣∣∣ supm≤n≤N△J
(m,n)
1−1
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 ≤ CE [∣∣∣△J (m,N)1−1 ∣∣∣2
]
+D2
≤ C
{
N−1∑
j=m
c log j
jα−η(j − c log j)α−η +
N−1∑
j=m
1
jα−2η−1+cρ
}
|△κ|2η +D2 (4.6)
where
D :=

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α−η
+
dmβ
mα−η

 |△κ|η.
(2) △J1−2 : Let
bj =
∫ j+1
j
e2iκ2s
(
e2iθˆj(κ1) − e2iθˆj(κ2)
)
f(s− j)ds.
By (4.4),
|bj| ≤ C|△θˆj| ≤ C
(
|△J (m)|+ |△J (m,j−c log j)|+ |△κ||R(j−c log j)(κ2)|
)
.
Thus by Proposition 3.1 with η = 0, we have
E
[
|△J (m,n)1−2 |2
]
≤

n−1∑
j=m
1
jα−1+cρ
+
c log j
(j − c log j)αjα


×E
[
|△J (m)|2 + sup
m≤j≤n
|J (m,j)|2 + |△κ|2 sup
m≤j≤n
|R(j)|2
]
. (4.7)
Using Proposition 3.2 with η = 0 and
cj(ω) = |△J (m)|+ |△J (m,j−c log j)|+ |△κ||R(j−c log j)(κ2)|,
yields
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|△J (m,n)1−2 |2
]
≤ CE
[
|△J (m,N)1−2 |2
]
+ E[|D|2] (4.8)
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where
D =

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α−η
+
dmβ
mα−η

 sup
m≤j≤N
cj(ω).
By (4.7), (4.8), we have
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|△J (m,n)1−2 |2
]
≤ C
{
N−1∑
j=m
(
1
jα−1+cρ
+
c log j
(j − c log j)αjα
)
+

N−1∑
j=m
1
jcρ+α−η


2
+
(
dmβ
mα−η
)2}
×E
[
|△J (m)|2 + sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2 + |△κ|2 sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2
]
. (4.9)
Estimate on J2. Let Eˆs,j = e
2i(θ˜s(κ)−θˆj(κ)) − 1. Then we have
△J (m,n)2 =
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
{(
e2iκ1s − e2iκ2s
)
e2iθˆj(κ1)Eˆs,j(κ1)
+e2κ2s
(
e2iθˆj(κ1) − e2iθˆj(κ2)
)
Eˆs,j(κ1)
+e2iκ2s+2iθˆj(κ2)
(
Eˆs,j(κ1)− Eˆs,j(κ2)
)}
f(s− j)ds.
Here we use |Eˆs,j(κ)| ≤ Cj−α log j unifomrly w.r.t. κ. Moreover by (2.2),
|△Eˆs,j| =
∣∣∣e2i(θ˜s(κ1)−θˆj(κ1)) − e2i(θ˜s(κ2)−θˆj(κ2))∣∣∣
≤ C
∣∣∣(θ˜s(κ1)− θˆj(κ1))− (θ˜s(κ2)− θˆj(κ2))∣∣∣
≤ C
{
c log j
(j − c log j)α · j
η · |△κ|η + c log j
(j − c log j)α supj−c log j≤u≤s |△θ˜u|
+|△κ| · c log j
(j − c log j)α
}
.
Substituting the above bound, we have
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|△J (m,n)2 |2
]
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≤


n−1∑
j=m
(
log j
j2α−η
+
c log j
(j − c log j)αjα−η +
c log j
(j − c log j)αjα
)

2
|△κ|2η
+


n−1∑
j=m
(
c log j
j2α
+
c log j
(j − c log j)αjα
)

2
×
(
E[|△J (m)|2]
+E[| sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2] + |△κ|2E[ sup
0≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]
)
. (4.10)
4.2.3 Proof of Proposition 4.2
By (4.5), (4.6), (4.9) and (4.10), we have
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|△J (m,n)|2
]
≤ am|△κ|2η
+bm
(
E[|△J (m)|2] + E[| sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2] + |△κ|2E[sup
j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]
)
where am, bm = o(1), as m→∞. Take m≫ 1 s.t. bm < 1. Then
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|△J (m,n)|2
]
≤ cm|△κ|2η + dm
(
E[|△J (m)|2] + |△κ|2E[sup
j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]
)
Here we use the fact that E[|△J (m)|2] ≤ C|△κ|2 (which follows from (2.3))
and Proposition 4.1, completing the proof.
5 Holder continuity : p-th power
In this section, we assume A and prove estimates on the p-th power moment
of R and J using BDG inequalities.
5.1 Estimate on R
Proposition 5.1 Assume A. Then
E
[
sup
m≤t≤N
|R(m,t)(κ)|p
]
≤

N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α


p/2
+

N−1∑
j=m
1
jα


p
.
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Proof. Set n = ⌊t⌋. Then
R(m,t) = R(m,n) +R(n,t)
R(n,t) =
∫ t
n
(
e2iθs(κ) − 1
)
V (s)ds, |R(n,t)| ≤ Cn−α
so that it suffices to estimate E[supm≤n≤N |R(m,n)|2]. We decompose
R(m,n)(κ) :=
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
{
e2iκs+2iθ˜j(κ)
+e2iκs+2iθ˜j(κ)
(
e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θ˜j(κ)) − 1
)
− 1
}
f(s− j)ds
=: R
(m,n)
1 (κ) +R
(m,n)
2 (κ) +R
(m,n)
3 (κ).
which is slightly different from (4.1).
(1) R
(m,n)
1 (κ) :
E[|R(n)1 (κ)|2] =
n−1∑
j=m
E
[
ω(j)2
j2α
∣∣∣∣∣
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθ˜j(κ)f(s− j)ds
∣∣∣∣∣
2]
≤ C
n−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α
.
By BDG,
E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|R(m,j)1 (κ)|p
]
≤ CE
[
|R(m,N)1 (κ)|2
]p/2
= C

N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α


p/2
.
(5.1)
(2) R
(m,n)
2 (κ) : Here we use∣∣∣e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θ˜j(κ)) − 1∣∣∣ ≤ 2|θ˜s(κ)− θ˜j(κ)| ≤ Cj−α
and the fact that ω(j) is bounded, yielding
E
[
sup
m≤n≤N
|R(m,n)2 (κ)|p
]
≤ C

N−1∑
j=m
1
j2α


p
. (5.2)
(3) R
(m,n)
3 (κ) : this is similar to (1) above :
E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|R(m,j)3 |p
]
≤ E
[
|R(m,N)3 |2
]p/2 ≤

N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α


p/2
. (5.3)
By (5.1), (5.2), and (5.3), we complete the proof.
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5.2 Estimate on J
Proposition 5.2 Assume A. Then
E
[
sup
m≤t≤N
|J (m,t)|p
]
≤ |△κ|pη, p ≥ 2.
Proof. Set n = ⌊t⌋. Then we decompose
J (m,t)(κ) =: J (m,n)(κ) + J
(n,t)
0 (κ)
and
J (m,n)(κ) =
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθ˜j(κ)f(s− j)ds
+
n−1∑
j=m
ω(j)
jα
∫ j+1
j
e2iκs+2iθ˜j(κ)
(
e2i(θ˜s(κ)−θ˜j(κ)) − 1
)
f(s− j)
=: J
(m,n)
1 (κ) + J
(m,n)
2 (κ).
Out strategy is to obtain inequalities similar to (4.2).
(0) Estimate for △J0 : this can be done as (4.5).
|△J0| ≤ 1
nα−η
|△κ|η + 1
nα
(
sup
s≤t
|△J (s)|+ |△κ| sup
s≤t
|R(s)|
)
.
(1)Estimate for △J1 : By the argument used in the proof of Proposition 4.2,
we have
E
[
|△J (m,N)1 |2
]
≤
N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α−2η
×
(
|△κ|2η + E[|△J (m)|2] + E[ sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2] + |△κ|2E[ sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]
)
.
Let p ≥ 2. Taking p/2-th power on both sides,
E
[
|△J (m,N)1 |2
]p/2 ≤

N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α−2η


p/2 {
|△κ|pη + E[|△J (m)|2]p/2
+E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2
]p/2
+ |△κ|pE[ sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]p/2
}
.
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Here we use the following facts.
(i) Burkholder-Davies-Gundy inequality (BDG) :
E
[
|△J (m,N)1 |2
]p/2 ≃ E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)1 |p
]
(ii) Using E[|X|] ≤ E[|X|p]1/p valid for p ≥ 1, we have
E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
∣∣∣△J (m,j)∣∣∣2
]
= E


∣∣∣∣∣ supm≤j≤N△J (m,j)
∣∣∣∣∣
2

 ≤ E
[∣∣∣∣∣ supm≤j≤N△J (m,j)
∣∣∣∣∣
p]2/p
.
Using (i), (ii) above, we have
E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)1 |p
]
≤

N−1∑
j=m
E[ω(j)2]
j2α−2η


p/2 {
|△κ|pη + E[|△J (m)|p]
+E
[∣∣∣∣∣ supm≤j≤N△J (m,j)
∣∣∣∣∣
p]
+ |△κ|pE[ sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2]p/2
}
. (5.4)
(2) Estimate for △J2 : by the argument in the proof of Proposition 4.2,
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)2 |2 ≤

N−1∑
j=m
1
j2α−η


2 {
|△κ|2η + |△J (m)|2
+ sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|2 + |△κ|2 sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|2
}
.
Take the p/2-th power, and then expectation.
E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)2 |p
]
≤

N−1∑
j=m
1
j2α−η


p {
|△κ|pη + E
[
|△J (m)|p
]
+E
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|△J (m,j)|p
]
+ |△κ|pE
[
sup
m≤j≤N
|R(j)(κ2)|p
]}
. (5.5)
(3) Putting together : now the rest of the argument is quite similar to that
of Proposition 4.2, so that we omit the details.
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6 Proof of Theorems
The following two propositions are the key ingredients of the proof of the
clock convergence.
Proposition 6.1 (1) Assume A. We then have
Θ(n)(c)→ c, for all c ∈ R, a.s.
(2) Assume B and let β > 0 satisfies 2ηβ > 1. Then
Θ(k
β)(c)→ c, for all c ∈ R, a.s.
Proof.
Proof of (2) : Assume B. Then
Θ(N)(c)− c = 1
2κc
Re △J (N) +
(
1
2κc
− 1
2κ0
)
Re R(N)(κ0).
By Propositions 4.1, 4.2, we have
P
(
|Θ(N)(c)− c| ≥ ǫ
)
≤ C
ǫ2
E
[
|△J (N)|2 + |△κ|2|R(N)(κ0)|2
]
≤ C
ǫ2
(
|△κ|2η + |△κ|2
)
where we put △κ = κc−κ0 = cn . Take β > 0 such that 2ηβ > 1 and consider
a subsequence of N ; N := kβ. Let
Bk,ǫ(c) :=
{
|Θ(kβ)(c)− c| ≥ ǫ
}
, k = 1, 2, · · · , ǫ > 0.
Then by the Borel–Cantelli lemma, P (lim supk→∞Bk,ǫ(c)) = 0, so that
P

⋂
l≥1
lim sup
k→∞
Bk, 1
l
(c)

 = 0.
Therefore Θ(k
β)(c)→ c, a.s. for any fixed c ∈ R. Since h(c) := c is continuous
ant non-decreasing,
Θ(k
β)(c)
k→∞→ c
on the compliment of the event
(⋃
c∈Q
⋂
l≥1 lim supk→∞Bk, 1
l
(c)
)
.
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Proof of (1) Assume A. Then Proposition 5.2 yields
P
(
|Θ(N)(c)− c| ≥ ǫ
)
≤ C
ǫp
E
[
|△J (N)|p + |△κ|p|R(N)(κ0)|p
]
≤ C
ǫp
(|△κ|pη + |△κ|p) .
Taking p≫ 1 s.t. pη > 1 would give us the a.s. convergence without taking
further subsequence.
Proposition 6.2 For any fixed κ,
θ˜n(κ)
n→∞→ θ˜∞(κ).
Proof. Since θ˜n(κ) =
1
2κ
Re R(n)(κ), it suffices to show the convergence of
R(n)(κ). By Proposition 4.1,
E
[
sup
2k≤n≤2k+1
|R(2k ,n)(κ)|2
]
≤ C ∑
2k≤j≤2k+1
1
j2α−ǫ
+

 ∑
2k≤j≤2k+1
1
j2α−ǫ


2
+
1
22(α−η−β)k
≤ C
2(2α−1−ǫ)k
for ǫ > 0 sufficiently small, by taking η+β sufficiently small. By Chebyshev’s
inequality,
P
(
sup
2k≤n≤2k+1
|R(2k,n)(κ)|2 ≥ 1
k4
)
≤ C k
4
2(2α−1−ǫ)k
.
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, with probability one
sup
2k≤n≤2k+1
|R(2k ,n)(κ)| ≤ 1
k2
for k ≫ 1, implying that {R(n)(κ)}n is Cauchy.
Lemma 6.3 ([8], Lemma 3.3) Let Ψn, n = 1, 2, · · ·, and Ψ are continuous
and increasing functions such that limn→∞Ψn(x) = Ψ(x) pointwise. If yn ∈
RanΨn, y ∈ RanΨ and yn → y, then it holds that
Ψ−1n (yn)
n→∞→ Ψ−1(y).
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Proof of Theorems 1.1, 1.2
In the representation of the Laplace transform of ξn (Lemma 2.1), we use
Propositions 6.1, 6.2, and Lemma 6.3.
For the proof of Theorem 1.3, for given n, rearrange the eigenvalues
{κk(n)} of Hn such that
· · · < κ′0(n) < κ0 < κ′1(n) < · · ·
Lemma 6.4 For any fixed k, κ′k(n) = κ0 + o(1), n→∞.
Proof. By definition of κ′k(n),
(mn + k)π = θn(κ
′
k(n)) = κ
′
k(n)n+ θ˜n(κ
′
k(n)) (6.1)
Write κ0n = mnπ + βn, mn ∈ N, βn ∈ [0, π). Substituting mnπ = κ0n − βn
into (6.1) yields
κ′k(n) = κ0 +
−βn + kπ − θ˜n(κ′k(n))
n
By (2.2), n−1θ˜n(κ
′
k(n))→ 0.
Proof of Theorem 1.3
θn(κ
′
j(n)) = [θn(κ0)]π + jπ
θn(κ
′
j+1(n)) = [θn(κ0)]π + (j + 1)π
from which we have
(κ′j+1(n)− κ′j(n))n− (θ˜n(κ′j+1(n))− θ˜n(κ′j(n))) = π.
Here we note that, by Proposition 5.2, the family {J (N)(κ)} is tight as contin-
uous function-valued process. Hence θ˜n(κ)→ θ˜∞(κ) locally uniformly w.r.t.
κ. Since κ′k(n)→ κ0 by Lemma 6.4, we have θ˜n(κ′k(n))→ θ˜∞(κ0).
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7 Deterministic potentials
7.1 Symbolic dynamical systems
Let A = (a1, . . . , aM) be an abstract finite set (”alphabet”), and consider the
probability spaces (Ω,F ,P), (Ω+,F+,P+) where
Ω = AZ, Ω+ = AN,
F (resp., F+) is the sigma-algebra generated by the cylinder subsets
Ci1,...,ik(A1, . . . , Ak) := {ω : ωij ∈ Aj, j = 1, . . . , k}
(in the case of F+, the indices ij are non-negative), and P (resp., P+) is a
probability measure on F (resp., on F+) invariant under the shift endomor-
phism (isomorphism, in the case of Ω) T defined by
(Tω)i = ωi+1.
For brevity, below we often write Ω•, F• etc., where • is ”nothing” or ”+”.
In all cases, we keep the same notation for the shift transformation T .
In a number of interesting applications, the pair (P•, T ) is markovian,
i.e., P• is a Markov measure w.r.t. T :
P{ωt+1 = a | F≤t} = P{ωt+1 = a | F=t}
where F≤t (resp., F=t) is generated by the values of the symbols ωi with i ≤ t
(resp., i = t). Equivalently, for any a, b, b−1, . . . ∈ A, one has
P{ωt+1 = a |ωt = b, ωt−1 = b−1, . . .} = P{ωt+1 = a |ωt = b} = Πab ,
for some stochastic matrix Π = (Πab), with
∑
aΠab = 1. A particular subclass
of Markov systems is formed by the Bernoulli shifts, where P• is a product
measure P• = µ
Z•, and µ is a probability measure on A endowed with the
maximal sigma-algebra containing all singletons {a}, a ∈ A.
7.2 Symbolic representations for some hyperbolic sys-
tems
7.2.1 Dyadic expansion of the unit circle
Here Ω = T1 = R/Z, and we identify it, as a measure (in fact, probability)
space with the interval [0, 1) endowed with the Haar (Lebesgue, in this case)
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measure P. Consider the measurable transformation T : Ω→ Ω defined by
T : x 7→ {2x} ≡ 2x (mod 1).
The Lebesgue measure is T -invariant: for any measurable subset A ⊂ Ω,
PT−1A = PA. It suffices to check the latter identity for the intervals A =
[x, y) where it is obvious, since
T−1[x, y) =
[
x
2
,
y
2
)
∪
[
x
2
+
1
2
,
y
2
+
1
2
)
,
and each of the two disjoint intervals in the above RHS has length (y−x)/2.
Naturally, T is only an endomorphism, but not isomorphism, for it is not
invertible, so it generates a semi-group {T t, t ∈ Z+}.
The standard symbolic representation for this dynamical system is ob-
tained with the help of the binary expansion of the real numbers x ∈ [0, 1),
x =
∞∑
i=0
ωi
2i+1
,
so the identification x with the infinite word (ω0, ω1, . . .) ∈ {0, 1}Z+ is
a bijection, if one excludes the words having an infinite tail of the form
(. . . , ωn, 1, 1, 1, . . .), using the identity
∞∑
i=n+1
2−i−1 = 2−n−1.
For example, (0, 1, 1, 1, . . .) and (1, 0, 0, 0, . . .) are two dyadic representations
of the number 1
2
. We only define the transformations defined (and, where
applicable, invertible) Lebesgue-a.e.
It is straightforward that T becomes the left shift on the set of the words
ω = (ω0, ω1, . . .).
7.2.2 Baker’s transform
Baker’s transform, or baker’s map (N.B.: here ”baker” is not a family name
but merely a profession) is a particular realization of the Bernoulli shift
considered in Sect. 7.2.1. From the symbolic dynamics point of view, it is
obtained from the dyadic expansion of the circle by a canonical procedure
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extending an endomorphism (with time given by a semi-group N = Z+) to
an isomorphism (invertible measure-preserving transformation with time Z).
Curiously, the geometrical realization is quite simple: T = C ◦ E , where
E(x, y) = (2x, y/2) ,
so that E([0, 1]2) = [0, 2]× [0, 1
2
], and
C(x, y) =
{
(x, y), (0 ≤ x < 1)
(x− 1, y + 1
2
), (otherwise).
(7.1)
The second stage consists, geometically, in cutting the rectangle [0, 2]× [0, 1
2
]
into two halves, then leaving [0, 1]× [0, 1
2
] invariant and putting [1, 2]× (0, 1
2
]
on top of the first rectangle. To obtain a symbolic dynamics representation
TA of T , use the dyadic expanstions
x =
+∞∑
i=0
ωi2
−i−1 , y =
+∞∑
i=1
ω−i2
−i
and set
Φ : (x, y) 7→ (. . . , ω−2, ω−1, ω0, ω1, . . .).
Then TA = Φ◦T ◦Φ−1 is the left shift on infinite words ω ∈ {0, 1}Z. Indeed,
on the x-coordinate T = C ◦ E acts exactly as the dyadic extension, since
E acts so, while C adds to the x-coordinate either 0 or −1 = 0 (mod 1).
The dyadic digits of y, shift to the left, for E is multiplication by 1/2 in
the y-direction; this determines all digits of the image T (x, y) with negatives
indices except the place no. (−1). As to this symbol, the definition (7.1)
clearly shows that it equals 0 if x < 1/2, i.e., if ω0 = 0, and 1 otherwise, so
in both cases it is given by ω0.
It is readily seen that ω0(x, y), as function of the phase point u = (x, y) ∈
T2, is merely the indicator function of the rectangle C0 := [0,
1
2
) × [0, 1).
Respectively,
ωt(u) = 1C0(u), t ∈ Z.
Equivalently, introducing the partition Ω = C0 ⊔ C1, C1 = Ω \ C0, one can
identify the word (ωt(u), t ∈ Z) with the sequence of the ordinal numbers
of the partition elements visited by the trajectory {T tu}. Since T shrinks
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the vertical coordinate y by the factor 1/2, and T−1 does the same to the
horizontal coordinate x, the cylinder sets
n⋂
t=−n
{u : T tu ∈ Cat}, at ∈ {0, 1},
have exponentially decaying diameter as n→∞.
7.2.3 Algebraic automorphisms of tori
In the general case ν ≥ 2 , the construction of Markov partitions for hy-
perbolic toral automorphisms was proposed by Sinai [16]. This construction
is rather technical and particularly tedious for the tori of dimension ν > 2
, so we we give only an upshot in the case ν = 2, and refer the interested
reader to the original paper [16] and to the books on ergodic theory, e.g.,
[2, 4, 7, 13, 15].
Consider a unimodular matrix with integer entries
M =
(
a b
c d
)
∈ SL(2,Z),
thus having eigenvalues (λ1, λ2) = (λ, λ
−1), and assume that |λ| > 1, so
the modulus of the second eigenvalue is smaller than 1. The most famous
example is
M =
(
2 1
1 1
)
, λ1,2 =
3±√5
2
. (7.2)
Since M , acting in R2 by multiplication, maps the lattice Z2 →֒ R2 into
itself, it also acts on the factor-space R2/Z2 = T2. In the case (7.2) it is
usually called Arnold’s Cat Map. The inequalities |λ−1| < 1 < |λ| mean
that M is hyperbolic: it has an extending and contracting eigenspaces. An
astute geometrical procedure allows one to partition the torus into a finite
union of parallelepipeds Ca, a ∈ A = {a1, . . . , aN}, with sides parallel to the
extending and contracting eigenspaces, in such a way that
• for a.e. u = (x, y) ∈ T2, the sequence of symbols (ak(t), t ∈ Z) such
that
T tu ∈ Cak(t) , t ∈ Z,
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determines the point u uniquely; in other words, the torus point u
is identified with the sequence of the ordinal numbers of the paral-
lelepipeds it visits under the dynamics {T t};
• under the above identification, the Lebesgue measure on Z2 corre-
sponds to a Markov measure w.r.t. the shift T : writing u ↔
(. . . , ω−1, ω0, ω1, . . .), one has
P{ωt+1 = a |ωt = b, ωt−1 = b−1, . . .} = P{ωt+1 = a |ωt = b} = Πab,
for some irreducible stochastic matrix Π.
Such a partition is called a Markov partition for the dynamical system
(Ω,F ,P, T ).
7.3 Local regularity, quasi-locality and decay of corre-
lations
For our purposes, the key feature of the Markov partitions is exponential
decay of the diameter of a cylinder set in the torus
X(−n,...,n)(α−n, . . . αn) = {x(ω) ∈ Tν : ωi = αj,−n ≤ i ≤ n}
as n→ +∞. The geometrical mechanism of this decay is essentially the same
as for the baker’s map, although the decay exponent is determined by the
eigenvalues of the generating linear map L. Therefore, for any two points
x, y whose symbolic representations (”letters” ωi(x) and ωi(y)) agree on a
long interval of indices, i ∈ {−n− n + 1, . . . , n}, we have
distTν(x, y) ≤ qn, q ∈ (0, 1) . (7.3)
Consequently, for any continuous function f : Tν → R with continuity
modulus
sf(ǫ) := sup
y∈Bǫ(x)
|f(y)− f(x)|
one has for the points x, y satisfying (7.3)
|f(y)− f(x)| ≤ sf (qn) .
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In particular, for any Ho¨lder continuous function of order β ∈ (0, 1], we have
|f(y)− f(x)| ≤ Cq˜n , q˜ = qβ ∈ (0, 1).
In all considered examples, the existence of a Markov partition gives rise
to the quasi-locality of the deterministic random potentials as functions of
symbols in the infinite words (ωi)i∈Z• .
Introduce the following notation: for a function f : AZ• → R and an
index subset I ⊂ Z•, let
VarI(f) := sup
ω′,ω:πIω′=πIω
|f(ω′)− f(ω)|, (7.4)
where πI(ω) is the finite sub-word of ω formed by the letters (ωi, i ∈ I).
Definition 7.1 A function f : AZ• → R is called quasi-local if there exists
C = C(f) > 0 and q ∈ (0, 1) such that for any n ≥ 1 and any finite word
(ω−n, ω−n+1, . . . , ωn)
Var[−m,n](f) ≤ Cqm∧n. (7.5)
In turn, the quasi-locality implies exponential decay of correlations (this
decay may be slower for the sampling functions f featuring lower regularity
that Ho¨lder continuity).
The bottom line is that in the above mentioned examples of hyperbolic
dynamical systems on tori Tν ∼= [0, 1)ν ⊂ Rν , the corresponding determinis-
tic potentials feature a fast decay of correlations sufficient for the extension
of the Kolmogorov’s connection between the convergence in mean square and
the a.s. convergence of the random series
∞∑
j=1
vj
jα
, α ∈
(
1
2
, 1
]
.
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